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An Initial State with local shear and vorticity for
peripheral heavy ion collisions
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More than 15 years ago a longitudinal effective string rope model was proposed [1] to construct nucleus-
nucleus collision Initial State (IS) for realistic 3+1D relativistic fluid dynamical models. This model reflected
correctly not only the energy-momentum, but also angular momentum conservation, initial shear flow, and
local vorticity [2]. Recent experimental and theoretical developments indicate that angular momentum, local
vorticity and the subsequent particle polarization is observable and provides valuable information: a signifi-
cant Λ polarization was detected and analyzed in detail in the RHIC BES program [3].

On the other hand, recent developments in parton kinetic and field dominance models provide a rather differ-
ent initial state configuration, more compact for non-central collisions, see for example [4], what makes us
revisit the early IS model [1] in that direction.

We will present a new initial state model for hydrodynamical simulation of relativistic heavy ion collisions,
which is based on Bjorken-like solution applied streak by streak in the transverse plane [5]. The proposed
model satisfies all the conservation laws including conservation of a strong initial angular momentum which
is present in non-central collisions. As a consequence of this large initial angular momentum we observe the
fluid shear in the IS, which leads to large flow vorticity. Another advantage of the proposed model is that the
initial state can be given in both [t,x,y,z] and [τ, x, y,η] coordinates.
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